
Looking ahead: the next year – and the next fifty years!

Paul Steedman, Director, CPRE Sussex



Lived in Sussex for nearly 20 years.
Masters degree in Leadership for Sustainable Development.

Professional background in policy and campaigning:
• consumer champion the National Consumer Council
• thinktank the Food Ethics Council

• environmental campaigners Friends of the Earth, involved in 
campaigns on energy, air pollution and saving our bees

• campaign director for Caroline Lucas's 2010 election as an MP
Former local councillor and planning committee member.

Keen cyclist, walker and birdwatcher – and a great supporter of 
Sussex’s many fantastic pubs and brewers.

About me...



50 years of your successes



Where do we go next? Priorities looking to the next 50 years

Our purpose

To shape a greener future for us all,
we protect, celebrate and regenerate the 
beautiful, thriving Sussex countryside











What does all this mean for us?





Shaun Spiers, Exec Director, Green Alliance, ex-CEO CPRE

In any case, rushing to tackle climate change or the affordable 
housing crisis should mean more and better planning, not less...



• Beautiful nature-rich landscapes, with nature-friendly farming
• A countryside where people can afford to live, with a thriving economy 

and the well-designed homes we actually need
• A carbon negative Sussex, adapted to deal with our changing climate
• Nature and green space near to, and accessible to, everyone
• Abundant clean, unpolluted water, air and land, dark night skies and 

tranquility

Getting the beautiful, thriving Sussex countryside we want...



...means more people, taking more action!



What have we been doing?
What's coming up?



Engaging on plans and applications



Influencing national planning policy



Rolling out national CPRE's rooftop solar campaign



Commenting on water issues



New campaign on Gatwick expansion



Supporting communities opposing new fossil fuels



Bringing the countryside into the city



‘Filling the gaps’ in our network

‘Rebooting’ our Brighton and Hove group – with more to follow

Recruiting new volunteers to keep an eye on planning issues near 
to them – with an all-day training workshop on Aug 8th



New monthly e-newsletter (plus other digital kit!)



Celebrating the countryside and reaching new audiences



Thank you!


